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Eapltllty Is the Cfcfef Desideratum, of All

Methods.
All have learnexJ from experience

that the yield of milk from a cow, and
even to a large extent the quality of
the same, depends very much on the
manner in which she is milked. Con-

fining our attention at this point, to
the actual handling of the teat for tha
forcing out of the milk, there are four
ways that may be adopted, though two
of them may be combined at the one
operation, said Mr. Primrose McCon-ne- ll

at the recent meeting' of the
British Dairy Farmers association.
These four are (a) stripping, (b)
squeezing, (c) wet method, (d) dry
method. In the stripping method the
fingers and thumb are forcibly drawn,
down the teat and the milk squirted
out; but the operator resembles a man
at the pump from the way in which
his arms, elbows and shoulders ar
moving, and he sometimes gives one-th-

idea that he is drawing the milk
down from the very horns of the cow.

The squeezing method (or "nievling,"
as it is called in Scotland) is infinitely
superior. In it the operator grasps
the teat and squeezes it only, without
any pulling the arms and elbows
never moving. There is no jerking-an- d

no cessation of the sound, for the
stream is started from the one teat be-
fore it is stopped to take a new hold at
the other. The wet or dry method
may either of them be employed com-
bined with either of the two others
above mentioned.

Cows, in a state of nature, are wet-milke- d;

they are wet nurses to their
own calves, which in the act of suck-

ing wet the teat and a great many
more times daily than in the case of
hand milking. In practice, even if
dry milking were desirable, it is im-

possible to obtain milkers who can
use this method, and we have to put
up with such as we can obtain.

Cleanliness of the milk is a great
desideratum to be aimed at, and for
this end some recommend that the
udders be wiped or brushed before
milking begins. In connection with
the operation of milking two points
are gentleness and quickness; indeed,
of the two quickness is the chief, for a
quick worker can seldom be a bad one.
Milking should be done quickly, quiet-
ly and thoroughly. Cows should be
milked indoors; it is more comfortable
for them, and for the attendants to do
so, while they can be more easily fed
with whatever extra food they are
getting. Cows should be milked
twelve hours apart, but an hour or so
backward or forward in the time is
really of little consequence so long as
it is kept to regularly. There can be
little doubt that the milking of cows
has done a very great deal towards
the development of their milking
tower. In a state of nature a com-

paratively small quantity of milk is
required by the calf, and is drawn out
at irregular intervals. - -- N. Y. World.

TETHERING DEVICES.
Both Keep Animals from Winding the

Rope About the Stake.
It is often desired to tether a horse,

cow or calf in the field. To keep them
from winding the rope about the bar.
or stake to which they are attached is
important. Two methods are shown
herewith. A long, stout, iron hook
may be pressed down into the turf,
there being just curve enough in the
part in the ground to keep it from
pulling out, but not too much to pre-
vent the hook from being turned about
in the soil, as shown in Fig. 1. The
hook must be long enough and stout
enough so that it will not pull out
through the turf. The device illus-
trated in. Fig. 2 needs little explana-
tion. The wooden affair that slips
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HOOK TETHER. REVOLVING TETHEB.

down over the iron bar. and that turn
freely about it, must be of hard wood
and short enough to stand the strain
upon it. The pieces of. plank may be
bound, with hoop iron around the
edgefe for added strength. Even, if the
rope gets wound about this it will un-
wind when the animal pulls upon it.
Qranjze Judd Farmer--

Sheep in the- - Orchards
J. & Woodward writes to the Rural

New Yorker that persons who pasture;
sheep in their orchards do not, as a.

irulev use enough sheep to. do the most
good. The sheep can add nothing to
the land but what they take from it,
biit if a large number, say fifty,, are
put in eight acres of trees seeded withs
orebard grass, and are fed. a little bran
say about a pound a day to each, sheep
something like 134 pounds of nitrogeav
IS! pounds of - phosphoric acid, anct
8& pounds of potash, would be- - dist-tribut- ed

during the season over- - the
ground in th-2-be- possible way, wbile
the sheep would keep-dow- every weed
and sprout, gnaw the grass, close and
eat every fallen apple as. soon. a3 it
strikes the ground.

Experiments with TnhercuUnu
Careful 'iests were conducted by lrof.

James Lrw during- - tho past, winter at
Cornell xperiment station "Taking-al- l

in ali there is nothing- - in the rec-
ords of temperature that would indi-

cate, eather at the time of the. test or
later, that tulercuin had in any way
prove! inimUal to the general health.'
The decline in milk production which
followed i elaiutetl to have been not
mcsre than the natural falling off. No
ei&et of tuberculin was observed in.
increase or-- decline of fat in the millts'
Trof. Law concludes: "So far as the-j-s

3s evidence before us, everything poLjt-.li-

to the harmlessness of a single Ust ,

dose on a sound animal system, cwa if
such dose were repeated several tvsjfces.'

If apple trees are planted sp closely
together that in time the I'.ajbs inter
lock, the planter will greatly regret bi
unwise economy of spacs

Much Depends Upon the Setting: Out o
- the Rather Delicate Vines.

As in planting or setting out various
other kinds of vines and plants, there
seems to be no particular time when it
is absolutely necessary to hdve. the
vines set out. The cranberry vine is
very hardy, and will live, even with a
good deal of hard usage. When a marsh
has been prepared in one summer the
owners frequently wait till the next
spring before putting out the cranber-
ry vines. From April till June is sup-
posed to be the best time. Fall plann-
ing is practiced by some, but it is
doubtful if there be much gain in this
over waiting for the next spring.
When only a part of the ground is to
be planted, that part should be planted
that is the highest, leaving the wetter
portions for the work of spring.

There are various modes for trans-
planting the vines. One of these is
called sod planting. The sods contain-
ing cranberry vines are taken from
cranberry meadows and placed in the
new marsh. This was one of the earliest
plans, and doubtless originated from a
desire not to disturb the roots of the
plants. Very few planters now practice
this method.

Hill planting is also practiced. One
great advantage of hill planting over
sod planting is that only clean vines are
set out, where with, the sod roots from
other plants were necessarily prop-
agated. The ground may be marked
out by drills, two feet apart each way,
and the vines put in where the drills
intersect. One objection to this mode
is that large bunches of vines have a
tendency to dry up and become woody,
thus seriously injuring the plantation.
This difficulty induced some cultivators
to adopt the expedient of planting in
funnel-shape- d holes, made by rotating
a sharp stick or dibble; the vines are
placed in these holes, and scattered
around, so that when the center is
filled with sand, they will be spread
out, pointing in all directions. Thia
method is illustrated by the accom-

panying cut. Dead bunches are thu9
avoided. Even this plan is less satis-
factory than others, on account of the
increased labor and consequent ex-

pense.
Another method is called drill plant-

ing. A furrow is turned by the plow,
and the vines are scattered thinly
along, only one in a place, being leaned
up against the perpendicular and part-
ly covered by the hoe. Still another

PLANTING IN HILLS

mode i3 to scatter the vines over the
meadow and cover them with an incb
of sand. This gives a quick growth,
but requires many vines and also a
good deal of sand.

Some people sow what they call cut-

tings. They run the vines through a

hay cutter, cutting them into lengths
about one inch long. These they sow
broadcast and harrovv in.

Until the vines are matted keep the
land well drain ed, as the plan ts do not
thrive on 'wet land. When properly
drained a good meadow mill become
matted in three years, though some
plantations take longer than that on
account of the land being too wet. For
two or three years after putting out
the vines the land should be kept free
from weeds, and the cranberry plants
given undisputed possession. During
the first year a hoe may be used, but
after that the grass must be pulled by
hand to avoid loosening the runners
that are rooted in the soil. This
should be done in August, before the
weeds go to seed.

Though drainage is required to ob-
tain a growth of vines, after the mat
is completed there are certain times
when considerable moisture is neces-
sary to insure a good crop. Sometimes
droughts blast a great, many of the
blossoms, which is prevented if enough
moisture can be supplied to the crop
to insure full development. Again,
where the soil can be made moist, the
late-forme- d berries will grow up to
full s ize. But where irrigation is re-
sorted to, care must be taken to lower
the water in the ditches hy the middle
of August, that the vines may be en-
abled to make a good fall growth. If
this be not done the crop of the com-

ing year may be seriously damaged.
The fruit buds are formed in the fall,
and are visible at the ends of the new
growth on the upright branches. All
plantations require flooding every win-
ter. Fanners' Be view.

Swine and the Dairy Cow.

According to a Paris correspondent,
the trend of opinion in the French
county councils is to, the effect that
there is danger of the creamery being
overdone, and that in the organization
of regional creameries there should be
an annex for curing bacon and hams.
Speaking of this, the homestead says
the two industries fit together admir-

ably, the bi-prod- of one being a
splendid raw material for the produc-
tion of the other, especially in the
earlier stages of its productions Swine
and the dairy cow go together well,
and we look forward to the time- - when
creameries will run the two in, connec-
tion with sufficient distance-- between
the two plants, we hope, sr that the
odors of one and the aroma of the
other may not mingle gust as distil-
leries now find it profitable to toel
cattle. .

People in large iumbers, who wisn
to rro into the busirjfess of fruit arrowing,
i i--rt lrx!H nrr Anird the South for
favorable localities. The 1 realities are
there. ,

'

Prof. Conn Improves It by a Simple Sys-
tem of Inoculation.

Prof. H. C. Conn has been doing work
for which dairymen should be grate-fu- L

During the past two years he has
been experimenting in the discovery
and cultivation of the proper bacteria
for improving the flavor of butter, and
in the production of creamery butter.
Prof. Conn has succeeded in discover-
ing the particular bacillus of which he
went in search, and which he has
christened "Bacillus No. 14." This
useful member of the numerous bac-teri- an

family does surprising things in
the way of ripening cream in the but-
ter making. Six to eight quarts of
cream were put into a metal vessel and
'pasteurized," The cream was then

heated to 158 degrees Fahr., and left
for ten minutes. The vessel was re-
moved and cooled quickly by means of
cold water, and when the temperature
had dropped to 80 degrees the bacilli
were poured in and the mixture stirred
thoroughly. The vessel was then cov-
ered and put into the ripening room.
After a couple of days the cream waai
churned, and the buttermilk remain-
ing was set aside for future use. Tha'
six quarts were ripened for the purpose
of increasing the number of bacteria,
and securing a strong culture for usa
in the large cream vat of the creamery.
The buttermilk was then inoculated
into the day's cream supply, and this
cream allowed to ripen in regular time,
at a warm temperature, and churned
as usual. Before . churning a quantity
was set aside to use for inoculation in
the next day's supply, and in this man-
ner continued indefinitely. The first
six quarts of cream produced mod-
erately good butter, but not quite the
flavor wanted. The first large churn-
ing was an improvement. A delicate
flavor also developed, which seemed to
deteriorate after two or three weeks.
This deterioration was remedied by a
fresh inoculation from the laboratory.
The results attained have been so sat-
isfactory that Prof. Conn intends to
introduce this inoculation process in
all the large creameries in the United
States within the next year.

HAULING FODDER CORN.
A Wagon Like the One Described Saves

Lots of Hard Work.
A handy wagon for hauling fodde?

corn, corn for the silo or corn stover as
well as the other bulky crops is shown
below. The rear wheels are 2 feet high.

WAGON FOR nAULIXG CORNSTALKS.

the front wheels 3 feet 8 inches. A
platform is made of inch boards and
may extend beyond the rear axle as far
as desired or according to length of corn,
so the corn can be laid straight. A
rope is tied to the crosspiece at the
rear end of the platform, b, and al-
lowed to run the whole length of the
platform, a, with end enough to come
back over the corn as at a, after it is
loaded on the wagon. The rope is used
for unloading, by being pulled, the
whole load coming off at once. This
platform can be built long enough to
come within one foot of the ground at
rear end of wagon, so the men loading
can step on to it and lay the corn down,
but I prefer for them to hand it to the
driver, because he is more apt to lay it
straight. The load can be taken off in
less than one minute. I can haul more
with this wagon than with two of the
ordinary kind. The wheels can be
made higher or lower, just as anyone
likes. T. E. Clarke, in Farm and Home.

FRESH DAIRY NOTES.

Vaseline is good for a local applica-
tion in case of sore teats.

Water, good, pure water and plenty
of it, should be kept within reach of
thecows in hot weather.

Alsike clover is capital for milch
cowl. It is a good plan, however, to
have both it and red clover.

Never hurry the cow the least par-
ticle when coming from the field and
the udder is full almost to bursting.

The heifer can be milked when two
years old.- - We could not begin to milk
a heifer under twenty months old, at
least.

Cows need salt every day. It aids
digestion. Rock salt kept where they
can have free access to it is a good
thing.

The ox warble is a great enemy to
the health and even the lives of cattle.
They should be squeezed out in the
spring. If necessary, open the hole
with a sharp knife. Farmers' Voice.

There are two matters connected
with dairying which demand attention.
First, always wash the udders of the
cows, rinse, s and wipe with a clean
towel. Second, the hands of the milk-
er should be washed just before milk-
ing.

The Special Purpose Cow.
Daiaying is a special business, and a

successful dairy needs a special pur-
pose cow, just as any special business
requires a special, man the one can-
not- profitably do without the other.
As an example of what the special pur-
pose cow can do, take the work of the
great queen of the Jerseys, Bisson's
Belle, who made over 3,028 pounds in
one year. Of course not many of us ex-
pect to have a cow that will do that
well; but by care and feed we can in- -
crease the number of pounds each year
until we shall have an average yield
of which we may be proud. The
average farmer has cows that are
special in the sense that they "will
raise a skim-mil- k calf, make 75 or 10Q

pounds of butter when the price is
low, and remain idle when it is high;
while the special purpose cow will net
him two or three times as much for his
labor, if she is takencare of the year
around. Farmers' Voice. -

GOOD FOR EVERYBODY.

The Employment of Convict Labor in the
Euildlnsr of Roads.

Two subjects have been occupying
public attention quite largely recent-
ly. They may be considered by some
as closely related. At all events .North
Carolina and several other states Have
managed to unite them in a way that
has lefl. to the solution of the prob-
lems involved in both. One of these
questions is that of good country
roads. It has been occupying public
attention from Maine to California,
and with one voice the people have
declared in favor of securing such-road- s

at almost any cost. The reign
of the bicycle is here, and that of the
horseless carriage is believed to be
coming, but good roads are an abso-
lute necessity to the maintenance of
both.

The other question referred to is
that of convict labor. State legis-
latures, in the great majority of cases,
yielding to the public clamor, have
declared in no equivocal way that the
product of the penitentiaries must not
be placed in the market to compete
with free labor, nor can it be used as
an instrument wherewith to beat
down the wages of the industrious and
law-abidin- g workman.

How to observe these laws and yet
prevent the penal institutions of the
country from becoming a drain on the
resources of the taxpayers is something
prison authorities everywhere have
been trying to find out. Some states
have hit upon the plan of making the
convicts provide what is universally
wanted in the way of good roads, thus
keeping them profitably employed
without taking the bread out of the
months of any who are dependent upon
tLeir day's labor for their sustenance.

A bulletin has been issued by the de-

partment of agriculture telling of re
cent experiments made in the employ
ment of convict labor in road building
in the states indicated. North Carolina,
New York. Delaware and California
have all tried the plan and all report
it to be a success. In North Carolina
the cost of maintaining the convicts
while thus employed has been 24 cents
for each convict per diem, while their
labor has been worth from 50 to 75
cents a day. The general health of
the convicts has improved since they
were first employed on the roads. The
warden of the state prison at Auburn,
N. Y., heartily indorses the plan and
estimates the cost of road making with
convict labor at $800 a mile. In Cali-
fornia the execution of the plan has
been found to be good for the convicts,
good for the roads and good for any-
body who has occasion to use them.
Chicago Evening Post.

TREES ALONG ROADS.

Hiifhway Adornment Is Sure to Follow
Highway Improvement.

New interest seems to be centering
about the good-road- s movement. Prob-
ably this is due in some measure to the
fact that bicycles are coming more and
more into use. It is only a question of
time until every public thoroughfare
of any importance will be constructed,
first, with a view to making it passable
for bicycles and rubber-tire- d carriages,
which are being introduced in every
part of the country. Already, in some
cities, more capital is invested in bicy-
cles than in carriages or wagons, and
the young men and women of the
country are taking unto themselves
wheels. '

Another thing which will have con
siderable influence on the roads of the
country is the branching out of the
electric lines. These electric railways,
which in a few years will connect the
important towns of the country, will
carry a great deal of the farmers' prod-
uce into the towns, so that there will
not then be the same occasion for
heavy traffic that there is now.

Anyone who has traveled abroad
linows the pleasure which comes to
tue wheelman, as he travels over the
compact and evenly constructed roads
of England and the continent. "While
they are immeasurably behind us in
everything which pertains to agricul-
ture, they do have splendid roads.

You know the German people as a
nation are very thrifty.. They don't
allow much waste in any quarter.
Along their public highways are
planted different varieties of fruit,
trees pears,' apples, rplums, etc.
grown in one or wo rows on each
side of the road, flow beautiful those
roads are I ' The trees produce shade.
which takes away that glitter and
glare, as well as softens the heat,
which make our gravel roads very dis-

agreeable to travel on during the hot
months.

In many quarters of our country
maple or walnuts have been planted for
miles along the public roads, and how
welcome such a stretch of road is to
the traveler, and how inviting it must
be to the hot and weary horse. If it
were only for the shade, trees should
be planted along every main highway.
But wherever we can combine utility
with beauty and comfort we should do
it; so why not plant the more thrifty
fruit frees" along our public roads?
Farm and Fireside.

Limestone as Top Dressing:.
Limestone was formerly regarded as

one of the best rocks for top dressing
and it has been exclusively used for
such purposes; it has, however, proved
very unsatisfactory in the long run,
and in many parts of the country lime-
stone macadamized roads are being
taken up and reconstructed of more
satisfactory materials. The rock wears
easily into an impalpable powder when
dry an,d forms a sticky paste when wet.
Hard limestone makes an excellent
roadbed but should never be used for
surface dressing. There is a tempta-
tion to use limestone for such purposes
because they are easily broken and
pack readily on account of their friabil-
ity, but they wear out with ejual
readiness and soon require repairing.

John C. Branner, State Geologist,

FOR DESTROYING WEEDS.

A New Style of Shovel "Which Does Its
Work to Perfection.

For several years past we have been
puzzled each season how best to con-

quer the wild morning glory, wild
sweet potato and a number of sucken-in- g

weeds that infest ours as well as
numbers of other fields that lie along
Btreams subject to overflow. Narrow
shovels such as are used for shallow
cultivation are of no value to us among
such weeds, and wide shovels are but
little better, and they leave the ground
in a very unsightly condition.

Last season I fell onto the idea of
utilizing an old cross-cu- t saw by mak-

ing it up into shovels as shown in the
cut, but cn account of many stones
and a few roots they proved rather un-

satisfactory, bending every time they
struck an obstacle. Not daunted by
my partial failure, this season I
bought a strip of land-sid- e steel 6
inches wide and 2i feet long for the
blades, using much heavier steel for
uprights. By economical cutting a
mith can get four shovels, each 9 inches

HOE SHOVEL.

wide, from such a plate, as above. The
"blades are given enough bend in the
center to give room for riveting the
upright or standard fast, the bend also
gdving the blade more strength.

They cost me, complete, for a set of
four, $1.25, and have saved me an almost
unlimited amount of hand hoeing al-

ready this season. They run just under
the surface, not leaving anything in
their track, and leave the surface near-
ly level. They are given enough dip to
cause them to stay into the soil with-
out any pressure. We use them both
on double and single cultivators, and
believe them to be the only perfect
weed destroyer we know of.

I believe this style of shovebjto be
original, as I have never seen or heard
of any such one for attaching to any
plow or cultivator, I give the descrip-
tion Cpr the benefit of those who are
in the same box I was in in regard to
weedy ground. I believe by using
such shovels judiciously, Canada this-
tles could easily be exterminated from
infested ground. J. M. Petersime, in
Ohio Farmer.

ABOUT SHADE TREES.
Do Not Set Them So as to Keep Sunshine

from the House.
The fashion of setting shade trees is

becoming almost universal, and it is
one that should be encouraged, for
they are both picturesque and useful,
and add much to the appearance of a
home. When this is being done,
though, care should be taken not to
set the trees where they will be in the
way at some future time. When set-

ting trees, try to imagine how they
will look when full grown and then
you can easly determine where they
should stand. The primary object o'f
shade trees is, of course, the cool
shade they provide, but this is some-

thing that can be easily overdone. We
know of more than one house that is
shaded until it is gloomy, and that is
not the object of shade about a house.
As sunshine is the greatest and best
disinfectant 'and deodorizer, the trees
should be set so as to allow the sun to
strike every part of the house and
shine into every window that it could
reach if the trees were no there.
Again the trees should be set in places
where they will never interfere with
views from the windows of the house
unless there may be some that it is de-

sirable to use the trees as a screen to
hide. In such cases, evergreen trees
make the best living screens, for they
are there the year through. Too many
trees in ayard is not as bad as none,
but they spoil the effect.

. We have many natural trees that
make perfect shade trees, and the
nurseries furnish many ornamental
sorts that look well in a yard.

Set shade trees by all means but do
not set them &o as to keep sunshine
from the house and spoil your outlook.

Farm News.

HORTICULTURAL, HINTS.

There is a market for inferior fruit.
The hotels and boarding houses seek
such fruit. But it always sells at a-- low
price.

When apple trees are planted too
closely together, with the intention of
thinning them out in after years the
trouble is that the average man neglects,
to thin.

All sorts of schemes, good,, bad. and
indifferent, are being hatched to induce
emigration to the fruit sections- - of the
west. The intending emigrant needs
to "look a littleoutf'or he will be swin

" 'dled. v

Fruit is not usually considered; aa
element of food, but rather-- a delicacy.
As a matter of fact, if Sue- - would, eat.
more fruit and less meat we would, be
quite as well nourished aod: b- - more
healthy. Farmers' Voice..

Xmiaense Variety eI Plants --

Foror thousand two hundred species"
of plants are gathered used for
coiamereial purposes, in Europe. Of
these 62U have a perfume that is pleas-Lo- g

and enter largely into the manu-
facture of scents, soaps, aad. , sachets.
There are more species of white fiow-r- s.

gathered than of anv other color
t,12. Of these 137 hare an agreeable .

scent, an extraordinarily large propor- -

tion. Next in order come yellow bloi- -
Boms with 961. 77 of them being per
fumed. Red. flowers number 82 of !

which 4 aro scented. The blue low-
ers 'Are of 594 varieties, 34 of "which
are perfumed, and the violet tossoms
number 303, 13 of which aret 'pleasant-
ly odoriferous

TROLLEY FREIGHT CARS.

Country Produce Brought to Market Over
Electric Roads.

The first great use to which the elec
tric car was aevowu. was pa,sseiif;r
transportation in cities and suburban
districts. But for about three years
postal service has been promoted in
large cities like St. Louis, Cleveland,
Brooklyn and Boston by the construc-
tion and operation of special cars for
the collection and distribution of mail

nl.c TV. coninirnf ime t.Vin nifaftaA
is leading1 to a steady extension of such
facilities wherever the experiment has
been tried, and to the adoption of the
system in new fields. In St. Louis,
which has shown a particularly progres-
sive spirit in this direction, a leading

ULECTRIC BAGGAGE AND PASSENGER CAR.

express company collects a large part
'Of its freight with similar cars. Teams
are not entirely dispensed with, but
luring loads to three sub-statio- ns for
transfer to the electric cars and also
distribute matter delivered at those
points. The enterprise is reported to
i.n.n rynvr nrofi t.n.'hlfi. Tn the sameIJtb T V I ' "
jity an electric ambulance, designed to

run on trolley roads, has been built for
communication between the city dis-

pensary and the various hospitals; and
at last accounts there was talk of . de-

veloping that idea still further.
Still another branch of transportation

that is beginning to attract attention
Is the freight traffic in rural districts

-- conducted by electric cars. Farmers
not only have a chance thus afforded
to run into town themselves, but they
have facilities for shipping their prod-nic- e

to market. For instance, the Mc- -

ELECTRIC FREIGHT CAR.

Keesport, Duquesne & Wilraerding
Jine in western Pennsylvania, only a
Jew miles long, operates "combination"
.(baggage and passenger) cars, freight
rears and open trailers for vegetables,
."besides special trucks for hauling sand,
. bricks, lumber and theatrical scenery.

Formerly traffic between the ter-- .
minal points of this route was con- -

like a V at Pittsburgh. Now it takes
a straight cut across, over a ridge 1,200
feet high, saving distance, .time and
expense. A great deal of mail and ex-

press matter goes by the new line.
EMails and local freight are now car-
ried by a trolley line from Lenape to
"West Chester, Pa., and also on the
Rockland, Thomaston & Camden (Me.)
trolley line, which latter, is about a
.dozen miles long. Two very interest-
ing freighting schemes, which are ur-
ban rather than rural, are the. special
special provision on electric roads in
Frankfort, Ivy., for handling whisky,
and in Spokane, Wash., for handling
flour and wheat. In these instances
the new means of transportation dis
places ordinary drags.

Farmers and orchardists in Califor-
nia are much interested just now in a
line nearly 50 miles long, which is
der construction between Marysville
and Auburn, in a particularly produc- -

live region. j.j.hs euierpnse iiais ueeu
undertaken expressly to get produce to
market more cheaply than has been
possible heretofore. It will enable the

.shippers to load directly on to the cars
of the Central Pacific at Auburn. The
power for this road is derived from the
,J5oath Yuba Water company, and after
the water has turned the turbines
which drive dynamos, it is taken up
again in irrigating canals for further
service to the grower of fruits and
vegetables. There are other parts of
this country where similar, railroads
ought to prove profitable to those who

..undertake them. N. Y. Tribune.

WISDOM FROM CANADA.
How Good Roads Would Benefit the

Dairymen of the Provinces. . .

"We have in our province writes an
Ontario editor, 1,250 cheese or butter
factories. Each receives on an average
4,000 pounds of milk a day, being 5,000,- -,

COO pounds per day and 750,000,000
pounds per season for the whole
province. On account of the bad
condition of our roads not more
than 800 pounds of milk are
carried in each load brought to the
factory, which is five loads per day, or

'750 loads per season, on an average
for each factory. Putting each load at

:50 cents, which is not too high, on ac- -

count of the whey being carried back
to the farmer, this represents an ex-

penditure of 375 for each factory. For
the whole province, calculating that
.750,000,000 pounds of milk have to be

--carried, it represents an amount of
.463,750.

Let us suppose now that we have
everywhere good roads instead of bad
ones. Then we will certainly be able
to draw loads of 1,200 pounds of milk

. instead of loads of 800 pounds. In that
-- case instead of having to carry 750,000,-O0- 0

pounds of milk in 937,500 loads of
S00 pounds each, at a cost of 468, 750,
--we would have to carry only G25,000
loads of 1,200 pounds, which at the same
cost of 50 cents would represent only

312,500 of expenditure, making a sav-

ing in favor of good roads of S125 per
factory and $156,250 for the whole prov- -

. ince.

Accottxt books at this season would
' be of assistance. They enable the

farmer to know how much each crop
scost, and in estimating the results he
will partially be guided in his next
treason's operations.

TiiERE is no probable danger of an
overproduction of fruit, unless there is
j& general rush into growing some par-
ticular kind. ' j Arkansas.


